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HE in oncology:today’s challenges,our obligations

• Implement innovation despite the Incremental Cost-

Effectiveness Ratio (ICER).

• Take a broad perspective in health technology assessment.

• Contribute to outcomes research / observational studies.
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Implement innovation despite the Incremental Cost-
Effectiveness RatioEffectiveness Ratio



A decision problem

Total costs
(integral costs)

Of all relevant 
alternatives

In relation to the 
outcome of those

alternatives

Considering an
appropriate time 

horizon

Decision maker wants to know…

The solution?

Health-economic modeling
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Costs have 
usually not been 
considered in a 

new drug’s
clinical trial

Trial compared to 
placebo or other

less relevant 
alternative

Sometimes not
all relevant 

outcomes have 
been collected
(yet) in trial

Trial duration is 
usually rather

short

But the usual challenges are…

Health-economic modeling



Health-economic modeling

Disease

XYZ

Treatment1

Treatment2

1. Define treatment
alternative for the 

disease under evaluation

Outcome a

Outcome b

Outcome c

Outcome a

Outcome b

2. Define possible
outcomes of those

treatment alternatives

€ …

€ …

€ …

€ …

€ …

€ …
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XYZ

Treatment3

Outcome c

Outcome a

Outcome b

Outcome c

3. Determine the 
chance of 

occurrence of 
each event in the 
model (based on

literature, 
databases, etc)

€ …

€ …

€ …

€ …

€ …

€ …

4. Determine the costs of 
each event in the model 
(e.g. based on published
data, own research, etc)



Typical expression of the model outcome

• The cost-effectiveness of one treatment over another is 

expressed as the “incremental cost-effectiveness ratio”.
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Costs (treatment 2) – Costs (treatment 1)

Effects (treatment 2) – Effects (treatment 1)

ICER   =

Effects usually to be expressed in “QALYs”



Example from a Dutch economic analysis
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Source: Van Agthoven M et al. A cost-utility analysis comparing intensive chemotherapy alone to intensive chemotherapy 
followed by myeloablative chemotherapy with autologous stem-cell rescue in newly diagnosed patients with stage II/III 
multiple myeloma: a prospective randomised phase III study. Eur J Cancer 2004 (40): 1159-1169. 



“QALY league table”
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Source: http://www.scielosp.org/scielo.php?pid=S0213-91112008000400006&script=sci_arttext, accessed Feb 4, 2012



But: does ICER really stimulate innovation?

• What about diseases or disease stages for which no or only

cheap alternatives are available?
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Costs (treatment 2) – Costs (treatment 1)

Effects (treatment 2) – Effects (treatment 1)

ICER   =



Lack of incentives: the antibiotics example
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Take a broad perspective in health technology 
assessmentassessment



A hierarchy of cost-benefit analyses

Health Technology
Assessment
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Cost-effectiveness analyses

Pharmaco-economics



Taking the broader perspective

• Economic evaluation is (only) one part of a full HTA.

• What about ethics, legal considerations, societal impact, 

organisation of care, peace of mind, etc?

• New trend – outcomes research.
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Contribute to outcomes research / 
observational studiesobservational studies



A misunderstanding?

The aim of observational research is not to duplicate treatment 
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results as seen in randomised controlled trials (RCT)



Daily practice is not a RCT

• Early adopters vs. late adopters.

• Channelling effect for new drugs.

• No selective populations.

• Co-morbidity + treatment. time

drug adoption
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• Therapy adherence?

• Treatment choice is not based on randomisation:

– Patient preferences,

– Doctor’s preferences,

– Guidelines,

– Reimbursement limitations.



Relative efficacy claims: based on RCT only

• Relative efficacy can only be based on RCT evidence.

• Observational studies do however allow for trendwachting.

“Patients treated with one or 
more of the newer drugs 
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more of the newer drugs 
(thalidomide, lenalidomide, 
bortezomib) had longer 

survival from relapse (30.9 vs
14.8 months; P < .001)”

Source: Kumar SK, et al. Improved survival in multiple myeloma and the impact of novel treatments. Blood 2008; 111: 2516-2520.



A health care specific problem? Not at all!
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Source: Nederlands Dagblad 20-10-2009.
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Source: http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-201_162-57351325/honda-sued-over-civic-hybrid-mileage-claims/



Aim of observational research in health care

• Contribute to guideline development.

• Discussions about off-label treatment.

• Setting of treatment (outpatient vs inpatient).

• Safety.
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• Factors influencing treatment outcome.

• Explaning differences between RCT and daily practice.

• Quality of care.



Observational studies, obvious evolutionary steps

Drug development in the past century

molecule 
discovery

Ph
I

Ph
II

Phase
III

time

Regulatory submission:
• does it work?

Phase III
traditional
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• does it work?
• is it safe?

placebo-controlled

traditional



Drug development in the year 2000-2010

molecule 
discovery

Ph
I

Ph
II

Phase
III

time

Regulatory submission:
• does it work?

Phase III
traditional

Observational studies, obvious evolutionary steps
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• does it work?
• is it safe?

Reimbursement:
• does it work better?
• is it safer?
• cost-effectiveness!

placebo-controlled

traditional

placebo-controlled
+ active comparison

Phase III
new generation



Drug development in the year 2010 and beyond…

molecule 
discovery

Ph
I

Ph
II

Phase
III

time

Regulatory submission:
• does it work?

Phase III
traditional

Phase
IV

Observational studies, obvious evolutionary steps
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• does it work?
• is it safe?

Reimbursement:
• does it work better?
• is it safer?
• cost-effectiveness!

Temporary reimbursement:
• daily practice?

placebo-controlled

traditional

placebo-controlled
+ active comparison

Phase III
new generation

Towards

therapeutic

and societal

added value



Focus of observational research

• Focus is not on drugs only, but also on:

– Mode of administration,

– Patient selection,

– Care that accompanies the drug treatment,
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– Conditions that are at stake (e.g. adherence).

• Observational research provides an image of the entire care 

process and not of the drug treatment only.



Shared responsibilities, shared chances

• Demonstrating added societal value:

– Shared responsibility of all parties involved.

• A good drug only does not yet guarantee societal value:

– It’s also about the mode of administration. 
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• Support of all involved needed:

– To contribute to access of new treatment options, by

demonstrating the value through observational research.

• It offers great chances:

– Improving patient and societal value!



Conclusions



Conclusions

• Implement innovation despite the Incremental Cost-

Effectiveness Ratio (ICER).

• Take a broad perspective in health technology assessment.

• Contribute to outcomes research / observational studies.
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Great collaboration = great chances.



Thank you for your attention


